
Ropes

larger fishing vessels  

maintenances of nets, tying new fishing
gear

Some ropes and even entire trawls are
lost during operations, others are
discarded  

entanglement (wounded/death)

Where does the litter come from?

How is it used?

How does it get into the ocean?

What are the possible negative effects
on wildlife?

Photocredit: 2018 Deep Dive waste workshop - Sarah 

Fishing net cut-offs

Photocredit: G Adventures, Fleur de Lyshamna

larger fishing vessels 
from shrimp-/ or cod- trawls

when the ropes are being used, the ends are often
cut off 

when trawls are damaged and require repair, the end
of the rope is cut-off and falls on deck or back onto
the trawl 
when cut-offs are not picked up and the trawl is put
back into the ocean, the cut-offs enter the ocean 
when the cut-offs are laying on a ship's deck, they can
be washed or blown into the sea
might be discarded sometimes

wildlife could eat pieces of the item (hurting/blocking
the digestive tract, possibly causing starvation) 

Where does the litter come from?

How is it used?

How does it get into the ocean?

What are the possible negative effects on wildlife?

Fishing nets

Photocredit: Oceanwide Expeditions, Katja Riedel

fishing vessels, 90% from whitefish bottom-, cod-,
shrimp-trawls
originate mostly from Norwegian and Russian
vessels from the Barents Sea, but are also used by
vessels from other nations  

used to catch fish 

most of them discarded, especially cut out parts
(parts of it are cut out if the net is damaged and
requires repair) 
whole nets are probably lost by accident 

entanglement (wounded/death)
wildlife could eat pieces of the item
(hurting/blocking of the digestive tract, possibly
causing starvation) 

Where does the litter come from?

How is it used?

 
How does it get into the ocean?

What are the possible negative effects on
wildlife?

Trawl floats
Can be made of plastic, metal or glass

Photocredit: EYOS Expeditions

likely from shrimp and pelagic fishing vessels 

attached to the fishing net, to help keep the net at a
certain depth, obtaining the net's shape, and
maintain the opening of the net
trawl floats are mainly used for deep water fishing
since they can handle high pressure (because of the
material) 

damaged floats are often being smashed open.
These are typically discarded, will sink and might not
be found  
intact floats are valuable and useful, could be lost

wildlife could eat pieces of the item (hurting/blocking
of the digestive tract, possibly causing starvation) 

Where does the litter come from?

 
How is it used?

 
How does it get into the ocean?

What are the possible negative effects on wildlife?



Fish boxes 

Photocredit: Julia Hager

fishing vessels 
North Sea fisheries 
many are of a Norwegian origin (can be identified
by company labels)

to store fresh fish on ice, used on deck and under
deck 

because of its use on deck: high possibility of
getting washed into the sea if not secured
when being used under deck while processing
the fish, high chance of being discarded 

wildlife could eat pieces of the item
(hurting/blocking of the digestive tract, possibly
causing starvation) 

Where does the litter come from?

How is it used?

How does it get into the ocean?

What are the possible negative effects on
wildlife?

Strapping bands  
bundles, short bits

Photocredit: Julia Hager

used in lots of industries (including on fishing vessels
below deck)

mostly to unitise or bundle any kind of product
together 
on fishing vessels for the processing of the fish,
bundles are used in machines to pack fish, shorter
bits could be from processes below deck 

bundles: probably discarded, can get unusable when
they're stored for too long (get humid)
shorter bits: probably discarded as well, since they're
probably from activities below deck  

entanglement (wounded/death)
wildlife could eat pieces of the item (hurting/blocking
of the digestive tract, possibly causing starvation) 

Where does the litter come from?

How is it used?

How does it get into the ocean?

What are the possible negative effects on wildlife?

Parts of conveyor belts   

Photocredit: https://deepdive.grida.no/photoGuide/

used in lots of different industries (including on
fishing vessels below deck) 

to transport products / items in a line to make
processing steps more efficient  
on fishing vessels: transporting the catch to
different processing steps 

when the conveyor belt is damaged, likely
discarded

wildlife could eat pieces of the item
(hurting/blocking of the digestive tract, possibly
causing starvation) 

Where does the litter come from?

How is it used?

How does it get into the ocean?

What are the possible negative effects on
wildlife?

Tubes for plastic foil

Photocredit: 2019 Deep Dive waste workshop - Melissa 

used in lots of industries (including on fishing
vessels below deck) 

hold rolls of thin plastic film 
on fishing vessels: sheeting used for wrapping
frozen fish below deck 

no proper disposal 
on fishing vessels: since they are being used
below deck, it is likely discarded when not used
anymore / plastic sheeting is empty  

entanglement (wounded/death)
wildlife could eat pieces of the item
(hurting/blocking of the digestive tract, possibly
causing starvation) 

Where does the litter come from?

How is it used? 

How does it get into the ocean?

What are the possible negative effects on
wildlife?



Food-related items

Photocredits: 2019 Deep Dive Waste Workshop -Melissa

Drinking bottles, food wrapping, lids, caps 

large portion of drinking bottles are of Norwegian
origin 
the origin can often not be identified (can't be done
by

through wrong disposal or discard by people on
vessels or land 
could be lost accidentally (blown away by the wind
etc.)  

entanglement (wounded/death)
wildlife could eat pieces of the item
(hurting/blocking of the digestive tract, possibly
causing starvation) 
wildlife could try to ingest toxic/not digestible
substances inside of the item (causing: poisoning,
diseases, death)

Where does the litter come from?

        looking at the label of the bottle) 

How does it get into the ocean?

What are the possible negative effects on
wildlife?

Cleaning products
cleaning bottles, cleaning cloth, etc.  

Photocredits: 2019 Deep Dive Waste Workshop -Melissa

difficult to identify the origin  
majority from after the 90's  

most commonly discarded   

wildlife could eat pieces of the item
(hurting/blocking of the digestive
tract, possibly causing starvation)
wildlife could try to ingest toxic/not
digestible substances inside of the
item (causing: poisoning, diseases,
death) 

Where does the litter come from?

How does it get into the ocean?

What are the possible negative
effects on wildlife?

Sanitary products
shampoo bottles, shaving cream, deodorant, aftershave, etc.  

Photocredit: G Adventures, Alkhornet

brand names are often unclear and hard to
identify 
often from Norway or Russia 
most commonly from male consumption, might
sometimes be linked to fisheries because of
predominant male crews on board 

no proper disposal
on fishing vessels: high chance of being discarded
since items are typically used below deck 

wildlife could eat pieces of the item
(hurting/blocking of the digestive tract, possibly
causing starvation)
wildlife could try to ingest toxic/not digestible
substances inside of the item (causing:
poisoning, diseases, death) 

Where does the litter come from?

How does it get into the ocean?

What are the possible negative effects on
wildlife?

Domestic waste
working boots, leisure shoes, plastic gloves, hard hats, etc. 

Photocredit: Julia Hager

used in many industries (including on
fishing vessels by the crew)  

shoes and hard hats are sometimes
lost but could also be discarded (e.g.
when broken) 
plastic gloves are probably discarded

wildlife could eat pieces of the item
(hurting/blocking of the digestive
tract, possibly causing starvation) 

Where does the litter come from?

How does it get into the ocean?

What are the possible negative
effects on wildlife?



Industrial waste
containers (blue, white), styrofoam 

Photocredit: Julia Hager

industrial origin (e.g., from factories on land or
vessels)
blue Styrofoam might be linked to insulation
pipes 

likely discard 
uncertain if items are crushed by people or
degraded (decomposed) in the environment 

wildlife could eat pieces of the item
(hurting/blocking of the digestive tract, possibly
causing starvation) 
wildlife could try to ingest toxic/not digestible
substances inside of the item (causing:
poisoning, diseases, death)

Where does the litter come from?

How does it get into the ocean?

What are the possible negative effects on
wildlife?

Plastic pieces and sheeting
thin white, blue or transparent sheets

Photocredit: Julia Hager

origin is difficult to identify 
cannot travel very far so likely from a local source 
sheeting is used in many industries (including on fishing
vessels below deck)  

transparent and blue sheets are used for all kinds of
processing steps under deck
black sheets could be from garbage bags, larger pieces of
plastic could originate from the construction (building)
industry 

difficult to identify
on fishing vessels: likely discarded since fish are wrapped
below deck 

entanglement (wounded/death)
wildlife could eat pieces of the item (hurting/blocking of the
digestive tract, possibly causing starvation) 

Where does the litter come from?

How is it used?

How does it get into the ocean?

What are the possible negative effects on wildlife?

Burned plastic

Photocredit: Julia Hager 

plastic on beaches that is burned (originating
from plastic pieces and sheeting)
age often unidentifiable so it's unclear if the
burning happened recently or many years ago

possibly burned by people trying to get rid of it 
May or may not be discarded (difficult to identify
the origin)

Could release toxic evaporations when burned
(wildlife could inhale this, possibly causing
disease and/or death) 
wildlife could eat pieces of the item
(hurting/blocking of the digestive tract, possibly
causing starvation) 

Where does the litter come from?

How does it get into the ocean?

What are the possible negative effects on
wildlife?
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